
Scope &
Sequence Beginning Phonics Skills

The following phonics sounds are assumed to be learned before reading 
the Charge into Reading Short Vowel Decodable Reader Set.

Letter

a*

m

s

t

p

f

i

n

o

Letter

d

c

u

g

b

e

-s at the end

k

h

r

Letter

l

w

j

y

x

v

z

Phoneme

/d/

/k/

/g/

/b/

/s/, /z/

/k/

/h/

/r/

/u/˘

/e/˘

Phoneme

/a/˘

/i/˘

/m/

/s/

/t/

/p/

/f/

/n/

/o/˘

Phoneme

/l/

/w/

/j/

/y/

/ks/

/v/

/z/

*includes nasalized a
Please note: CVC words that focus on a single vowel sound alone cannot create a quality story. For this reason, our short vowel decodable readers contain

a limited number of spelling patterns that adhere to select vowel sound, including ck, sh, th, ll, and nk. 
This is the only set where such an exception is made to future spelling patterns.



Book Title

Pat Had a Hat: Short A
Decodable Reader

Phoneme Short Vowel
Word List

High-Frequency
Words

/a/˘ and, black, cat, had, hat,
mat, Pat, sat, that

a, the, was

Ten Hens: Short E
Decodable Reader

fed, fell, help, hen, hens, Jen,
led, let, met, pen, pet, red,
Ted, ten, wet

a, oh, the, to, was

Swim, Tim: Short I
Decodable Reader

big, fins, flips, grins, his, hits, is,
kick, kicks, lifts, shin, Sid, sinks,
swim, swims, this, Tim, wins, with

Hop, Frog!: Short O
Decodable Reader

dock, frog, hop, hops, hot, log,
lost, not, off, on, plop, pond,
rock, spots, stop, Tod, top

a, the

Run, Pug!: Short U
Decodable Reader

bugs, Gus, hut, luck, mud,
mug, pug, rug, run, runs, sun,
tugs, yum

a, the

Additional Short
Vowel Words
is, on

in, is

is

in, is

Scope &
Sequence Stage 1: Short Vowels

The Short Vowel Decodable Reader Set is perfect for children who are ready
to begin reading. This 5-book, 120-page set is the first installment in Charge

into Reading’s Decodable Book Series, a structured series of readers designed
to grow with a child’s phonics learning.

/e/˘

/i/˘

/u/˘

/o/˘



Scope &
Sequence

Grub Grab: R- Blends
Decodable Reader

Book Title Spelling Patterns New Vocabulary

brisk, crams, drat, preps, trots 

The Plum Plot: L Blends
Decodable Reader

glob, plump, slab

Stan and the Slug:
S Blends Decodable Reader

scans, slab, snags,

Prints in the Frost: T Blends
Decodable Reader

crept, gust, tuft

The Bump: Word-Ending
Blends Decodable Reader

clasp, grunts, stump, 
sulks, yelps 

High-Frequency Words

he, the, to

of, she, the

he, into, onto, the

into, of, saw, the, to

he, the, to

The Consonant Blend Decodable Reader Set is perfect for children who are
ready to move on to more complex consonant blends. This 5-book, 120-page
set is the second installment in Charge into Reading’s Decodable Book Series,
a structured series of readers designed to grow with a child’s phonics learning.

 

Scope &
Sequence Stage 2: Consonant Blends

br, cr, dr, fr, gr, pr, tr

bl, cl, fl, gl, pl, sl, spl

sc, sk, sl, sp, st

fl, lt, nt, pt, st, tw, xt

lk, lp, mp, nd, nt, sk, 
sp, st, xt

*The following words are assumed to be already learned at this stage: a, I, is, was



Scope &
Sequence
Scope &

Sequence Stage 2: Consonant Blends

Highlights:

a, box, Brad, brags, brisk, crams, drat, drops, fed, frets, frog, gasps, got, grabs, Grant, grins, grips, grub,
grubs, he, hops, I, in, is, it, lid, on, past, preps, six, the, tips, to, traps, trips, trots, yes

a, blast, blends, claps, clips, clumps, flat, flips, get, glad, glob, had, has, hits, hot, in, is, it, jam, jug, land, lot, of, on,
Pam, pits, plan, plants, plops, plot, plugs, plum, plump, plums, pond, pot, she, slab, slips, splits, spots, the, yum

a, at, Brent, crept, fast, felt, fox, front, frost, gust, him, his, hit, in, into, it, just, left, log, next, of, past, plants, prints,
ran, red, rest, sat, saw, slept, snap, soft, swamp, swept, tent, the, to, tuft, twig, twin, up, was, went, wind

a, and, can, gap, grins, he, his, in, into, is, leg, on, onto, scans, skids, skins, skip, skips, slab, slips, slug, 
slugs, slumps, snags, sobs, spin, spins, spots, Stan, stands, stem, step, stomp, stomps, stop, taps, the, up

a, and, as, asks, at, bend, bends, big, Brand, bump, camp, clasp, cramp, desk, end, Flint, gasps, grunts, gulp,
hands, he, help, helps, his, in, is, it, jump, jumps, lands, leg, legs, limp, limps, must, next, on, pals, past, pats, pond,
ramp, rump, runs, sits, spots, stand, stump, sulks, swim, the, to, up, want, wants, wasp, yelps

67% of Unique Words are Consonant Blends
40 Pages of Literacy Activities

*Bold words are consonant blends

117 New Consonant Blend Words 
8 High-Frequency Words



Lunch: CH Decodable 
Reader

Book Title Phoneme(s) New Vocabulary
chest, chomps, chug, flinch

Quack!: QU, PH, and WH
Decodable Reader

wham

Stuck in the Muck:
CK Decodable Reader

fleck, flicks, plucks

The Moth: TH Decodable 
Reader

filth,  throbs, thrusts

The Swing: NG Decodable
Reader

cling, springs

High-Frequency Words
he, to

to

he, no, to

for, no

to, do

/ch/

/kw/, /f/ 
/wh/ (with breath)

/k/

/th/ 
(voiced and unvoiced)

/ng/

Scope &
Sequence
Scope &

Sequence Stage 3: Digraphs

The Digraph Decodable Reader Set is perfect for children who are ready 
to learn digraphs. This 6-book, 144-page set is the third installment in 

Charge into Reading’s Decodable Book Series, a structured series of readers designed 
to grow with a child’s phonics learning.

Wish Fish: SH Decodable
Reader

gosh, shad, shucks for, he/sh/

*The following words are assumed to be already learned at this stage: of, from



Scope &
Sequence
Scope &

Sequence Stage 3: Digraphs

Highlights:

*Bold words are digraphs

a, an, asks, bench, Chad, chat, check, chest, chimps, chin, Chip, chomps, chucks, chug, chugs, crunch, drips,
drops, flinch, from, fun, grins, has, he, him, his, I, inch, it, kicks, lands, lunch, mulch, munch, next, of, on, punch,
sip, sits, slips, spots, such, the, to, trash, want, wants, was

a, am, and, at, bench, but, can, check, duck, ducks, fox, grins, hits, I, if, it, kicks, map, nods, on, past, path, quack,
quick, Quin, quit, rock, Steph, stop, sulks, the, to, tugs, wham, what, when, which, whips, Whit, yelps

a, and, at, back, bet, brick, can, checks, crack, deck, dock, dust, fleck, flicks, from, gets, hands, has, he, his, I, in, is,
Jack, lands, leg, luck, muck, next, no, not, of, on, picks, plucks, rock, shock, sick, sit, smacks, snack, sock, sod,
spots, steps, stick, stuck, that, the, thick, to, trick, Tuck, tucks, tugs, twig, up, wants, yuck

a, and, asks, at, bath, bench, Beth, branch, can, cut, fifth, filth, fist, flaps, for, get, grasps, grins, hand, hits, I, in, is, it,
just, lands, math, month, moth, must, no, not, on, path, prep, runs, Seth, sings, sit, six, spots, stench, sulks, sum, test,
that, the, then, thick, thing, this, throbs, thrusts, thud, thumps, trots, up, what, with, yelps

a, at, bongs, brings, bud, bug, bugs, cling, clock, dad, ding, do, dong, Fang, flaps, from, grins, had, has, hung, I, its,
let, lifts, Ling, lunch, not, of, on, ring, sings, spots, spring, springs, sprung, sting, strong, swing, swings, the, them,
to, up, want, wings, yelps

59% of Unique Words are Digraphs
48 Pages of Literacy Activities

120 New Digraph Words 
5 High-Frequency Words

  

a, and, big, brush, Dash, dog, drops, fin, fish, flash, for, gets, gosh, has, he, his, hits, hush, I, in, is, it, Josh, just, net,
not, of, on, rush, shack, shad, shins, ship, shock, shrugs, shucks, sit, sits, splash, spots, swims, swish, that, the,
then, truck, tub, up, was, wish, yelps



Scope &
Sequence
Scope &

Sequence Stage 4: Long Vowel VCE

/i/-

The Skate Date: Long A VCE
Decodable Reader

Book Title Phoneme(s) New 
Vocabulary

flake

The Best Athlete: Long E VCE
Decodable Reader

convene, extreme, sphere

The Kite: Long I VCE
Decodable Reader

glides, twine, whines

The Cove: Long O VCE
Decodable Reader

grove, scone, slope

The Truce: Long U VCE
Decodable Reader

crude, fumes, prunes, truce

High-Frequency 
Words

be, to

be, to, we

for, he, to, we

go, no, to, we

my, to, you

The Long Vowel VCE Decodable Reader Set is perfect for children 
who have mastered blending and digraphs, and are ready 

to learn the Silent E. This 5-book, 120-page set is the fourth installment in
Charge into Reading’s Decodable Book Series, a structured series of readers

designed to grow with a child’s phonics learning.

/a/-

/e/-

/o/-

Spelling
Pattern

a-e

e-e

i-e

o-e

u-e/u/, /yu/- -



Highlights:

*Bold words are VCE words

a, and, as, at, be, brake, came, date, did, face, flake, grins, hates, in, is, Jane, Kate, lake, late, made, makes,
mistake, must, not, on, place, race, safe, same, save, shape, skate, spots, taps, the, then, to, want, waves

a, am, an, and, at, athlete, athletes, be, best, can, checks, chucks, compete, complete, concrete, convene,
extreme, grins, here, I, is, it, jumps, like, nods, of, pants, Pete, race, run, same, set, sphere, spheres, spot, spots,
steps, Steve, the, theme, these, time, to, top, up, want, we, yes

a, and, asks, bike, bikes, can, Clive, dice, for, glides, hands, has, he, his, hive, in, is, it, kite, kites, lands, lets, like,
lime, line, mice, Mike, mine, next, nice, on, pine, pipe, ride, rides, rise, side, smiles, spins, spots, stop, stripes,
stuck, that, the, then, time, to, tugs, twice, twine, um, up, want, we, whines, white, wide, with, yikes

a, and, can, chose, close, Cole, cove, dove, from, froze, globe, go, got, grove, his, home, hope, hung, I, in, is, it,
joke, mole, next, no, nope, past, robe, rope, Rose, rose, rove, scone, set, slope, spoke, spot, spun, stones, stove,
strode, the, this, time, to, tote, up, vote, we, when, woke, wove, yes

a, and, asks, at, brags, buds, but, crude, cube, cute, Duke, flute, fumes, gasps, grabs, grins, hits, is, it, June, muse,
mute, my, nods, prunes, rude, rule, sculpts, shrugs, shut, the, time, to, truce, tube, tunes, use, what, yelps, you

58% of Unique Words are VCE
Closed two-syllable words introduced
Soft C introduced

109 New VCE Words 
7 High-Frequency Words
40 Pages of Literacy Activities

Scope &
Sequence
Scope &

Sequence Stage 4: Long Vowel VCE



  Charge into Reading Stage 5: Word-Ending Spelling Patterns

/ng/+/k/

/f/, /l/, /s/, /z/

/j/

/ch/

/e/,- /i/-

That Stinks: NK Decodable Reader

The Shell: FLSZ Decodable Reader

The Fudge Judge: DGE Decodable Reader

The Pitch: TCH Decodable Reader

The Colt: Wild Old Words Decodable Reader

The Pony: Sounds of Y Decodable Reader

Book Title Phoneme(s) Sample Words
Link, pink, think, skunk

Buzz, dress, fell, off

bridge, judge, lodge

hutch, thatch, watch

behind, colt, post, wild

city, my, pony, try 

nk

ff, ll, ss, zz

dge

tch

-ild, -old, -ind, -ost, -olt

y

Grapheme/Spelling Pattern

  Soft G and open syllable words introduced; -ing and -es word endings assumed to be known at this stage

The Carp: AR Decodable Reader

Bert the Baker: ER Decodable Reader

A Boring Morning: OR Decodable Reader

Book Title Phoneme Sample Words
/ar/

/er/

/or/

barge, car, dark, Mark 

baker, curl, mixer, stir

fort, Norman, porch, storm  

Grapheme
ar

er, ir, ur

or, ore

The Play Date: Long A Decodable Reader

The Feast: Long E Decodable Reader

Fright Night: Long I Decodable Reader

The Rowboat: Long O Decodable Reader

The Moose: Long OO Decodable Reader

The Book Shop: Short OO Decodable Reader

Book Title Phoneme Sample Words
chain, daisy, play, wait

beans, freeze, meat, see

bright, fright, light, tie

boat, Joe, row, throw, 

rooster, group, moose, zoo

book, rook, stood, wood, 

Grapheme
ai, ay

ea, ee

igh, ie

oa, oe, ow

oo, ou

oo

/a/-

/e/-

/i/-

/o/-

/u/-

/oo/ 

 -ed word endings assumed to be known at this stage; basic contractions introduced at this stage

  Charge into Reading Stage 6: R-Controlled Words

  Charge into Reading Stage 7: Vowel Teams



Noise: OI Decodable Reader

Now!: OW Decodable Reader

Trawling for Prawn: AW Decodable Reader

Book Title Phoneme Sample Words
/oi/

/ow/

/aw/

boing, noise, toy

clown, scout, wow

dawn, haul, yawn, 

Grapheme
oi, oy

ou, ow

aw, au

Untitled Long A Advanced Vowel Teams

Untitled Long E Advanced Vowel Teams

Untitled Long OO Advanced Vowel Teams

Untitled Silent Letters

Untitled C+LE Syllable

Book Title Phoneme Sample Words
pair, bear, eight, grey, vein

piece, key, peer, hear

clue, grew, juice

know, gnaw, write, climb, ghost

little, beetle, paddle

Grapheme
eigh, ei, ey, air, ear, are, 

ie, ey, ei, ear, eer, ier

ue, ew, ui, ou

kn, gn, wr, mb, gh

le

/a/, /air/-

/e/, /ear/-

 /u/-

  Charge into Reading Stage 8: Diphthongs

  Charge into Reading Stage 9: Advanced spelling patterns

 

/n/, /r/, /m/, /g/
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